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POSSIBLE ACTIVITIES FOR THE COMMITTEE

1. Find and use materials we put together courses dealing with sexuality issues on campus
   - make available with registration materials, Umass, College, sympathetic depts., etc.

2. Find and use description of an open campus
   - in H.P. Action Office

3. Should we participate in orientation?
   -

4. Should we write a statement of purpose?
   - can do from baseline - I will do

5. When should we begin to plan next year's conference?
   - keep informal notes of people, students, staff, faculty, participants
   - more performance work, people from outside URT.

6. Can organizers of this year's conference put together a concise statement of issues to jumpstart the planning of next year's conference? Can we start to get funding lined up now? Should we begin to pick a focus?
   - should we take minutes of H&H meetings?

7. Respond to viewpoint in Narragansett Times

8. Is it time to form a coalition and plan joint projects or find a common meeting place?
   - perhaps reg. neuro course including social issues as project
   - perhaps be in with Barbara Smith, a keynote for next year's symposium.

9. How should we deal with harassment issues?

10. Should we try to renew the Outflicks film series?
    - maybe 2 a semester
    - maybe 3 people work on
    - each semester
    - 3 films in H.P. Action Office

12. Should we reissue and redo the Safe Zone sticker campaign?
    - long up each film.

Maybe in Fall ask these groups if we can come to talk to them about this common agenda.
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